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ABSTRACT 

 

STRUCTURAL AND IMMUNOCHEMICAL INVESIGATION OF CAMPYLOBACTER 

JEJUNI SEROTYPE HS:65 

 

Nolan Frame        Advisor: 

University of Guelph, 2020      Dr. Mario A. Monteiro 

 

 Campylobacter jejuni is one of the leading global causes of human bacterial gastroenteritis. 

The development of C. jejuni glycoconjugate based vaccines from capsular polysaccharides has 

been investigated and has proven its efficacy. These cell surface polysaccharides may serve the 

bacteria as virulence factors and have been shown to have high variability between strains. The 

work enclosed in this research focuses on the characterization and development of a vaccine for 

serogroup HS:4, specifically the serotype HS:65. This work serves to assist in the development of 

a second-generation C. jejuni vaccine. 

 Previously characterized strains within the serogroup HS:4 were shown to contain heptoses 

and 6-deoxy heptoses in unique configurations with non-stoichiometric additions of MeOPN. The 

proposed CPS structure of HS:65 is a disaccharide containing the unique heptose linked to glucose. 

As seen in Figure I, these monosaccharides were linked as: [→3)-6d-Hep/Hep-(1→4)-Glc-(1→] 

with no substitutions of the MeOPN unit.  
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Figure I: The proposed capsular polysaccharide of C. jejuni HS:65. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General Carbohydrate Chemistry 

Carbohydrates are a vast family of compounds originally characterized in the nineteenth 

century as molecules that had the empirical formula of Cn(H2O)n and the most common having a 

molecular formula of C6H12O6.
 1,2 Since then the definition of carbohydrates has evolved to include 

oxidized or reduced moieties in addition to replacing the oxygen atoms for other heteroatoms such 

as: nitrogen, sulfur, selenium, and phosphorus. 1,3 Further derivatizations of these molecules can 

include sugar acids and substituted hydroxyls to produce deoxy sugars. 2 As the definition of 

carbohydrates continues to evolve past that of the empirical formula of Cn(H2O)n, one can note 

that these types of molecules are essential to life. They are found in all types of life and can be 

used for energy, structural support, and are a part of the backbone of the genetic material DNA 

and RNA.  

The most simple carbohydrates are referred to as monosaccharides. These residues are the 

simplest carbohydrate derivatives containing a single carbon chain that cannot be further 

hydrolyzed. 1,2 The larger di- and trisaccharides respectively refer to two and three monosaccharide 

residues coupled together through acetal and ketal linkages. When chains of ten or more 

monosaccharides are linked together in a compound they are referred to as polysaccharides. 1 

Fewer than ten residues linked together are denoted as oligosaccharides. 2 The common term 

“sugar” is often used to describe mono-, di-, and trisaccharides, typically, in their non-protected 

forms. 1,2 In describing larger compounds such as oligosaccharides and polysaccharides the 

smallest residues must be characterized first to understand the overall structure. Minor variances 

in monosaccharides can make a large impact in the overall structure.  
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The smallest monosaccharide consists of three carbons (trioses) and can increase in chain 

length up to nine carbons (nonoses). 1,4 When sugars are mentioned it is typically in reference to 

pentoses (5), hexoses (6), and heptoses (7) as they are the most commonly occurring in nature. 

One of the most commonly occurring sugars in nature is glucose, which can be found in the 

monomer form in honey or grapes and in polysaccharides such as cellulose, starch, and lactose. 

Monosaccharides can be visualized in multiple ways which can assist in understanding chirality, 

conformation, and spatial orientation of the various moieties of the sugar.  

A Fischer projection shows monosaccharides in an open chain form, as seen in Figure 1.1, 

which is useful in understanding the assignment of L- (latin: laevus = left) and D- (latin: dexter = 

right) enantiomers. 1,4 If the hydroxyl group of the last chiral carbon is on the right hand side of 

the chain the configuration is D, and if the group is on the left side then the configuration is L. 1,2,4 

From the Haworth and chair representations in Figure 1.1 the configuration of the anomeric 

position C-1 can easily be determined. 4 When looking at the last stereocentre in the chain, if that 

hydroxyl moiety is on the same side as the hydroxyl at C-1 then the anomeric configuration is α 

and if it is on the opposite side the anomeric configuration is β. 1,4 Monosaccharides exist in an 

equilibrium between the α and β stereoisomers in pyranose (6-membered) and furanose (5-

membered) forms. 1 
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Figure 1.1: B-D-Glucose (left to right) in Fischer projection, Haworth representation, and 4C1 

chair conformation. 

 A Haworth representation, seen in Figure 1.1, shows the cyclic form of the 

monosaccharide, but is a poor representation of the conformation of the overall sugar since the 

ring is not planar. 1 A Haworth representation is a good intermediate representation between the 

linear Fischer projection and the cyclic chair representation. The chair conformation allows for 

distinction between axial and equatorial ring positions. 1 The two chair conformations 4C1 and 1C4 

in which the 4 and 1 refer to the which position is up and down depending on which is superscript 

and which is subscript, respectively. 1 The most favourable is, typically, the orientation that places 

the most substituents into the equatorial position, away from the ring. Most D-hexopyranoses adopt 

the 4C1 conformation as it places the C-6 hydroxyl group in the equatorial position as seen in Figure 

1.2.  
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Figure 1.2: The 4C1 and 1C4 chair conformations of β-D-glucopyranose with carbon 4 up and 

carbon 1 down for the 4C1 and inverse for the 1C4. The hydroxyl groups shown in the 4C1 

conformation are all equatorial and are energetically favoured over the all axial 1C4 conformation. 

1.2 Biologically Relevant Carbohydrates  

Carbohydrates make up an incredibly large proportion of biologically important 

compounds on Earth and were some of the first compounds to have their structures determined. 4 

Glucose (Glc) is one of the most abundant monosaccharides found in both plants and animals. 

Mammals have evolved to use Glc for immediate energy and have adapted their metabolic 

pathways to store the products in the form of fat or glycogen. 5 Glc is commonly synthesized in 

plants during photosynthesis from water (H2O) and carbon dioxide (CO2) to generate 

carbohydrates and oxygen (O2). 
1 The monosaccharides are further utilized by plants to produce 

the polysaccharides starch and cellulose.  

These two biopolymers can easily show how different linkages between monosaccharides 

can have a dramatic effect on the overall structure. Both of the polymers are 4-linked-D-

glucopyranose, however they differ in the orientation of the anomeric centre as seen in Figure 1.3. 

In cellulose the anomeric centre is in the β-configuration, such that the repeating units can produce 

a linear structure that is ideal for stacking and generates hydrogen bonding between the layers. 1,4 

This gives cellulose its structural integrity and is ideal for use in plant cell walls. Inversely, starch 
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is in an α-configuration at the anomeric centre and this creates a stair-like structure that generates 

the granules of starch in plants. 1,5 

Figure 1.3: The repeat units of cellulose [A] and starch [B]. 

 Aside from their use as an energy source, carbohydrates can be further utilized in nature in 

the shells of crustaceans as chitin, the structural tissues of plants as cellulose, natural antibiotics 

and as co-factors in antibiotics, in the backbones of DNA and RNA, and in the cell wells of plant 

and bacterial cells. 2,4,5
 

1.3 Gram Positive Bacterial Cell Wall Structure  

The 1884 invention of the Gram stain by Christian Gram, classified all bacteria as gram-

positive or gram-negative. The procedure involves staining bacteria with a crystal violet dye. The 

cells are then washed with a solvent, typically ethanol, to remove remaining dye. A counter-stain, 

typically safranin or fuchsine, can be applied to the sample to dye gram negative cells pink or red. 

Depending on the composition of the exterior cell wall, gram-positive cells will retain the crystal 

violet dye, whereas gram-negative will not, but will retain the counter-stain. 6 This procedure is 

still utilized today, however, some anomalies such as certain Clostridium spp. have been identified 

and were aptly named gram variable. 7 
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The primary characteristics of gram positive cells are a thick peptidoglycan cell wall with 

the presence of teichoic acids and lipids. The thick layer of peptidoglycan offers physical 

protection for the cell. 8  Peptidoglycans are linear chains of β(1→4) linked N-acetylmuramic acid 

and N-acetylglucosamine. Each N-acetylmuramic acid is cross-linked by a tetrapeptide with 

alternating L and ᴅ configurations, producing a strong, rigid structure. Gram-positive bacteria have 

a significantly thicker layer of peptidoglycan, averaging 20-80 nanometers, than the gram-negative 

counterparts, which average 7-8 nanometers. 9,10  It is this thick, outer peptidoglycan layer that 

allows gram-positive cells to retain a crystal violet stain and appear purple under a microscope. 

During the wash with ethanol, gram-negative outer membranes are degraded, making cells unable 

to retain the crystal violet. Due to the very thin layer of peptidoglycan in gram-negative cells, after 

washing with ethanol, they will be able to retain the counter-stain. 6 

The cross-linked peptidoglycan layer is what gives gram-positive cells their strength and, 

in humans, can only be degraded through the antimicrobial enzyme, lysozyme. Also known as 

muramidase, it catalyzes the hydrolysis of the β(1→4) glycosidic bond between N-acetylmuramic 

acid and N-acetylglucosamine. While gram-positive cells still retain their inner plasma membrane, 

their structural integrity becomes compromised without the peptidoglycan layer. The synthesis of 

the peptidoglycan layer can also be disrupted through penicillins and cephalosporins, which 

primarily block the activity of penicillin binding proteins (transpeptidases), that catalyze the 

crosslinking in peptidoglycan. 11 
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1.4 Gram Negative Bacterial Cell Wall 

 Gram-negative bacteria have an inner and outer membrane and still have a layer of 

peptidoglycan, but it is almost 10 times thinner than their gram-positive counterparts. The layer of 

peptidoglycan is suspended between the two membranes in a gel-like matrix called the periplamsic 

space. The outer membrane is structurally similar to a phospholipid bilayer. The general structure 

of a Gram-negative cell membrane can be seen in Figure 1.4. More importantly in the outer 

membrane of gram-negative bacteria is the presence of lipopolysaccharides (LPS). LPS have been 

shown to add structural integrity to the cells along with defensive, toxigenic, and adhesion abilities 

for the cell. 9,10 

Figure 1.4: Structure of a Gram-negative cell membrane specifically showing LPSs and CPSs. 10  

Gram-negative bacteria also express capsular polysaccharides on their cell surface, which 

in some species can protrude from the surface up to 400 nm which is composed of nearly 200 sugar 

residues. 12 These structures are some of the first to be encountered by the immune system, along 
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with surface proteins and LPSs. It is believed that these CPS structure can assist in evading 

phagocytosis, allowing some bacteria such as Neisseria meningitidis to reproduce within 

phagocytes and epithilial cells. 12 Expression of CPS structures can vary between strains allowing 

for a relatively easy serotyping method. The structures can also vary in chirality at specific carbons, 

α vs. Β linkages, and non-stoichiometric additions of functional groups on hydroxyl moieties. 12,13 

1.4.1 Lipopolysaccharides 

LPSs are found on the outer membrane of nearly all gram-negative bacteria and protect the 

cell against bile salts and lipophilic antibiotics. 14 The terms LPS and endotoxin are practically 

synonymous as LPSs are one of the most abundant pro-inflammatory stimuli in the gastrointestinal 

tract. There are other known endotoxins such as the delta endotoxin from Bacillus thuringiensis, 

but the majority are LPSs. Mammalian immune systems have evolved to react to towards the 

presence of LPSs through an inflammatory response, but if minor amounts of LPS fragments enter 

general circulation they have been known to cause septic shock. 15 

An LPS is comprised of three major components: the O antigen (O polysaccharide), core 

oligosaccharide, and lipid A as seen in Figure 1.5. 16 The O-antigen is a strain-variable repeating 

glycan polymer that is attached to the core oligosaccharide. The repeating unit can contain one to 

eight carbohydrate residues which vary in sugar type, linkage, substitutions, and ring forms. The 

number of repeating units can also be between zero and fifty for even further variation. This 

structure is not only variable between genera but can also be used to differentiate between 

serotypes within a species. Since this unit is the most exposed to a cell, it is a major antigen targeted 

by the immune system. For this reason, O-antigen characterization has procured plenty of interest 

as a research topic. 14,15  
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The core oligosaccharide resides between the lipid A and the O-antigen and consists of an 

inner and outer core that vary in composition. It is typically conserved between genera and has 

been known to contain unusual carbohydrates such as 3-deoxy- ᴅ -manno-oct-2-ulsonic acid (keto-

deoxyoctulsonate, KDO). 17 KDO is used to covalently link the glucosamine disaccharide from 

lipid A to the core. The inner core are the carbohydrates closest to lipid A and tend to be KDO and 

heptoses. The outer core is typically hexoses of glucose, galactose, glucosamine, and 

galactosamine, but can be variable. 15 

Lipid A is a phospholipid in the outer membrane and consists of a disaccharide of two 

glucosamine residues in a β(1→6) linkage. Instead of attachment of fatty acids to glycerol, they 

are attached to the glucosamine residues, along with phosphoryl groups at carbons one and four. 

There can be as many as four acyl chains that vary in length, saturation and linkage type (ester or 

amide). Phosphate groups have been known to be substituted to provide further variability within 

the core, but are typically conserved. Lipid A is responsible for the endotoxic properties of the 

LPS. 15 

Figure 1.5: General structure of a lipopolysaccharide from a gram-negative bacterium. The most 

diversity between bacterial strains is found in the O-antigen repeating unit. 16 
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1.4.2 Lipooligosaccharides 

Lipooligosaccharides (LOS) are similar to LPSs except they lack the O-antigen and the 

core region is limited to ten carbohydrate residues in the chain. A LOS still possess the lipid A 

anchor while the inner core retains the KDO and heptose residues. 17 The outer core is where LOSs 

express variability between different strains. Certain bacteria such as Neisseria gonorrhoeae, 

Neisseria meningitidis, and Campylobacter jejuni have LOSs that can mimic human gangliosides. 

Gangliosides are glycosphingolipids, a ceramide and oligosaccharide core with one or more sialic 

acids. Found throughout the body, they are most commonly expressed on nerve cells. LOSs play 

a major role in certain types of bacterial infection and are known immunostimulators. Since LOSs 

can mimic gangliosides, an immune response can be elicited against the gangliosides on nerve 

cells causing a severe autoimmune reaction. 18 

1.5 Molecular Mimicry and Autoimmune Disorders 

C. jejuni has been implicated in causing an autoimmune disorder known as Guillain–Barré 

[gee-YAH-buh-RAY] syndrome. 19  GBS is described by a rapid-onset of muscle weakness caused 

by the immune system damaging the peripheral nervous system which is typically preceded by an 

infection or immune stimulation. 19 Symptoms of this disease are rapid-appearance of muscle 

fatigue and weakness, onset within days and increasing severity for up to two weeks. Typically it 

is the muscles in the upper body that are most commonly affected with weakened face muscles, 

difficulty swallowing, and weakness in the eyes. The incidence rates of GBS in the general 

population are typically low ranging from 0.6-4 cases per 100, 000 persons, but are 1 per 1000 

cases in those whom developed a case of campylobacteriosis. 20  It has also been reported that some 

cases of GBS developed after vaccination with the Semple rabies vaccine and those vaccinated 
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against H1N1 influenza A vaccine. 19  It is estimated that C. jejuni infections account for 

approximately 30% of GBS cases. Certain serotypes of C. jejuni also account for greater risks of 

developing GBS, depending on the type of o-antigen present on the cells. 20  

Pathogenesis of C. jejuni causes GBS by the host generating cross-reactive antibodies against 

ganglioside-like LOSs that also target human peripheral nerve gangliosides. 20 This event causes 

an immune response resulting in demyelination and degeneration of peripheral nerves. 19  Myelin 

layers are the insulation on nerve cells, which speed conduction of the nerve impulses, but also 

prevent signal leakage. The cross-reactive IgG and IgM antibodies generated are those against the 

ganglioside GM1. They have been found in GBS patients following a C. jejuni infection. 19  The 

general structure of GM1 is shown in Figure 1.6.  

Figure 1.6: The general structure of the human GM1 ganglioside containing Gal, Glc, GlcNAc, 

and sialic acid. 

 The LOSs of C. jejuni are, structurally, very similar to human gangliosides. LOSs, as 

previously discussed in section 1.4.2, are composed of a lipid A, a core oligosaccharide, and o-

antigen. The lipid A has been extensively characterized and is a known endotoxin. The inner core, 
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mainly composed of heptoses, has also been characterized which is usually conserved between 

serotypes. The outer core is where each strain can provide variance. While this region typically 

produces common residues such as glucose, N-acetyl glucosamine, galactose, and N-acetyl 

galactosamine; C. jejuni is known to generate the rare sugar N-acetylneuraminic acid, also known 

as sialic acid. 19 This residue is incredibly important due to its expression on human gangliosides; 

therefore providing a direct correlation between the cross-reactivity of C. jejuni LOS antibodies 

and GM1 gangliosides. Some common C. jejuni LOS cores can be found in Figure 1.7. 17 

Figure 1.7: Known C. jejuni LOS core oligosaccharides with the ganglioside mimics outlined in 

blue, Neu5Ac highlighted, and the specific human GM1 mimic outlined in red. 17, 19 
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The LOS of several C. jejuni strains have been studied and shown to cause GBS which 

include: HS:1, HS:2, HS:4, HS:10, HS:19, HS:23, and HS:41. Though the LOS is typically more 

conserved between strains, the chances of inducing an autoimmune disorder is too great. The 

capsular polysaccharide (CPS) remains a viable option for a vaccine target, although there is much 

more variation between strains, even within serogroups. 

1.6 Gastroenteritis 

Gastroenteritis (GE), is defined as inflammation of the stomach or intestinal lining, is one 

of the most common infections acquired when travelling. 21,22  Symptoms of acute and chronic GE 

typically parallel those of the flu; specifically nausea, vomiting, watery diarrhea, abdominal 

cramps, and low fever. 21,23  Due to the similarity in symptoms between the two conditions, GE is 

commonly referred to as the stomach flu. This term is incorrect as GE is not associated with 

influenza, which only targets the respiratory system. Symptoms, in those with healthy immune 

systems, typically subside within two weeks with no requirements to seek medical assistance. 21,23–

25  For cases of chronic GE, often presenting with dysentery, that last longer than two weeks, 

medical assistance is often required to determine the underlying cause. 25   

The gastrointestinal (GI) tract is incredibly efficient at fluid reabsorption. Less than 200 

mL of fluid is excreted in feces per day of the 8-9 L of fluid entering the tract.4  Diarrhea can be 

defined as either increased frequency of bowel movements or an increase in water volume (>200 

mL). 23,26  Treatment for GE is simple and consists of maintaining proper fluid content in the body 

as a large portion of fluid intake is excreted as diarrhea. 23,27  
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In developed countries with bountiful access to clean drinking water, GE is more of a 

nuisance that requires rest and time off work. In the developing world, however, GE is a serious 

condition that can result in mortality especially in children younger than five years old. 28,29 

Children younger than 5 years old, in developing countries, typically suffer 3-4 diarrhoeal episodes 

per year, whereas in the United States the number is closer to 0.3 episodes per child. Reoccurring 

episodes of GE have been associated with malnutrition and delayed growth and development. 28  

Naturally, GE induces dehydration, and without access to clean drinking water often results in 

mortality. GE, according to the World Health Organization, was the second leading infectious 

cause of death for children under five globally, with an estimated 477 000 deaths worldwide each 

year. 30 

1.6.1 Causes and Enteric Bacteria 

There is a plethora of causes of GE which can be grouped into four categories of; non-

infectious, parasitic, viral, and bacterial, with the latter two being the primary causes. Some 

common non-infectious causes of GE can be lactose intolerance, celiac disease, and Crohn’s 

disease. A lesser known cause of GE is the use of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) 

such as aspirin and ibuprofen. 31  Due to the acidic nature of these compounds, the mucosal lining 

of the intestines can be directly affected. 31,32 NSAIDs also inhibit cyclooxygenase which in turn 

inhibits synthesis of prostaglandins, a type of eicosanoid that stimulates gastric mucus secretion. 

31,32 Through a direct and indirect effect NSAIDs can cause GE, however this process is not 

instantaneous. 

Parasitic infections are a more common method of obtaining GE. Two primary parasitic 

pathogens are Cryptosporidium and Giardia. Infections from these parasites are typically obtained 
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from contaminated water sources, or anything has come into contact with feces from an infected 

person or animal. Giardia, also known as beaver fever, is typically more severe than a 

cryptosporidium infection with symptoms lasting up to six weeks. Both pathogens produce watery 

diarrhea, dehydration, and abdominal pain. 33  

Viral infections, specifically rotavirus and noroviruses account for nearly 40% of 

hospitalizations for young children involving diarrhea. Viral pathogens also account for nearly 200 

000 deaths across the world; however, mortality primarily occurs in developing countries. 12 Even 

in developed countries such as the United States, norovirus alone accounts for approximately 70 

000 hospitalizations and up to 800 deaths per year. 34,35  Since the introduction of two rotavirus A 

vaccines in 2006, there has been a steady decline in rotavirus associated hospitalizations, with 

reports of up to 90% decline in 2008. 36  There is currently no known vaccine for norovirus.  

Bacterial infections are a major cause of GE in both the developed and developing world. 

They can account for approximately 15% of child GE cases in the developed world. The most 

common GE inducing enteric bacteria are Escherichia coli, Salmonella spp., Shigella spp., and 

Campylobacter spp.. 37 Enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli (ETEC) is estimated to globally cause 

400 million cases of GE with 300 000 deaths in 2006. 38  ETEC and Shigella spp. are known to 

produce enterotoxins known as Shiga toxins that have cytotoxic effects, typically acting on 

intestinal epithelial cells, which in turn produces dysentery. 39,40 Salmonella spp. is divided into 

two main serotypes of non-typhoidal (NTS) and typhoidal (TS), with the non-typhoidal causing 

GE disease. 41 NTS is estimated to annually cause 94 million cases of GE globally, majority of 

which are foodborne. 41 Campylobacter infections are the most common cause of GE globally. 
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There has been a general decrease in cases in first world countries, but a slight increase in cases 

over the last 10 years in the developing world. 42,43 

1.6.2 Travellers Diarrhea 

GE is a frequent health problem that travellers face, especially in those visiting developing 

countries. With over 100 million people visiting the developing world per year, nearly 40% will 

experience travellers diarrhea (TD). 22 Cases of TD are classified as mild, moderate, and severe 

based on how hindered travel activities are. Most cases are self limiting diseases and less than 1% 

require hospitalizations. 23 The most common cause of TD is through foodborne pathogens and is 

worth mentioning in that over 50% of cases the pathogen is not identified. In most cases medical 

intervention is not required, and antibiotics are rarely used, except for severe cases. The goal of 

most treatments is to keep the effected person hydrated while the infection runs its course. For 

travellers from developed countries, this can be a relatively simple task. However, for those in 

developing countries, issues arise can arise due to a lack of clean, sterile drinking water.  

1.6.4 World Health Costs 

GE effects each country differently, but generally leads to large medical expenses and loss 

of work hours. A study published in 2016 outlined the economic burden of Campylobacter, 

norovirus and rotavirus on the United Kingdom. The results of the study found that the respective 

pathogens cost patients £50 million, £81 million, and £25 million yearly, with an average cost per 

case of £30 for the norovirus and rotavirus and £85 for Campylobacter. 44 This cost is typically 

placed on the patient through loss of work hours and through medication to reduce severity of 

symptoms. A local study for the city of Hamilton, Ontario found that the mean estimated cost of 
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GE would be $56 million and a mean cost of $11.5 million per 100, 000 persons. 45 The mean cost 

per capita was estimated to be $115, which is comparable to the UK estimate. Though this study 

was calculating cost of foodborne illness, the results are comparable when estimating a GE 

economic burden. An estimate of the costs related to seven pathogens associated with foodborne 

illness in the United States is $35 billion, but total foodborne illness could be as high as $1.4 

trillion. 46 It is often quite difficult to estimate the total costs of GE due to most cases going 

unreported. 

 

1.6.5 Antimicrobial Resistance 

Most GE cases are short-term, self-limiting diseases that last up to 72 hours. During this 

time, some patients will seek medical assistance whereas others will stay bedridden. Through the 

1980’s and early 90’s it was common practice to prescribe antibiotics even for (viral) upper 

respiratory infections. This practice has had grave consequences in assisting the evolution and 

spread of antimicrobial resistance (AMR). AMR is not a new concept; as even before penicillin 

entered mass clinical use, an enzyme was isolated from a strain of E. coli that could inhibit 

penicillin. 47 The enzymes were named β-lactamases for how they hydrolyse the β-lactam rings of 

penicillins. Even though antibiotics have evolved since the 1940’s, antibiotic resistance seems to 

be spreading at a faster rate. Methicillin, a derivative of penicillin that is insensitive to 

penicillinases was first synthesized in 1959. 48  Unfortunately, reports of resistance to methicillin 

began to be described nearly ten years later in the 1970’s. 49 
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Some bacteria have natural resistance to antibiotics as described by β-lactamases, however 

most AMR is due to genetic mutation or horizontal gene transfer. With some bacteria able to 

reproduce within hours, genetic mutations, although a statistically rare event, become significant. 

Once a genetic mutation is obtained, bacteria can spread the mutant gene through conjugation, 

transformation, and transduction. Conjugation experiments between different E. coli strains can 

produce greatly varying results with genetic transfer events as high as 8.1x10-2 and as low as 

1.9x10-7 per recipient cell. 50 Aside from antibiotics; viruses, fungi, and parasites have been 

reported to have developed AMR to their respective medications. 51–53 

 

1.7 Campylobacter jejuni 

One of the leading causes of global GE infections is Campylobacter jejuni, a gram 

negative, motile, non-spore-forming rod. The genus Campylobacter derives its name from Greek 

origins of campylo, curved and bacter, rod. 23 Campylobacter was first noted in 1886 by Theodor 

Escherich, a German pediatrician who discovered the bacterium E. coli, which was subsequently 

named after him. 54 The first isolation of Campylobacter from stool samples was not until 1972 

with the advancements of selective growth media. Soon after isolation Campylobacter was 

confirmed to be a common human pathogen and in 1996 46% of reported CDC laboratory-

confirmed cases of bacterial GE was caused by Campylobacter spp.. 55 A study completed at the 

University of Chicago in 1988 explored the infectious dosage required for a Campylobacter 

infection. Results of the study showed that as few as 800 colony forming units were required to 

start a Campylobacter infection.  
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1.7.1 Campylobacteriosis 

Campylobacteriosis is the general infection caused by the bacterial genus Campylobacter. 

GE caused by C. jejuni and C. coli are the two primary species of major public health concern as 

these species are the most commonly isolated samples from human stool samples. 56,57 A typical 

enteric infection produces watery, nonbloody, noninflammatory diarrhea to austere inflammatory 

dysentery with abdominal pain and fever. Most data from developing countries comes from 

support of the WHO as most developing countries do not have surveillance programs in place for 

diarrheal diseases. 57 WHO research estimates, supported from community-based studies, suggests 

incidence rates of 40 000-60 000/ 100, 000 for children <5 years old in developing countries. 57 In 

complete contrast to this data, estimates for developed countries puts incidence rates at 300/ 100, 

000 which supports the observation that campylobacteriosis is primarily a pediatric disease for 

developing countries. 57 In Canada, campylobacteriosis was reported in 9868 cases with an 

incidence rate of 27.21 per 100, 000 reported cases. 58 

Typically, campylobacteriosis does not require antimicrobials, except in the most severe 

cases, in which the pathogen has been laboratory confirmed. Campylobacter has been confirmed 

to have innate resistance to a variety of antimicrobials including novobiocin, bacitracin, 

vancomycin, and polymyxins. 59 Some first line antibiotics are azithromycin, erythromycin, 

tetracycline, and ciprofloxacin, which in recent years Campylobacter spp. have shown 

simultaneous resistance to erythromycin, tetracycline and ciprofloxacin. 56 Since antibiotic 

resistance is becoming evermore present, prevention of the disease should be investigated over 

treatment.  
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1.8 Vaccinology 

Vaccines have been a heavily researched topic ever since the 1790’s when Edward Jenner 

first inoculated an eight-year-old boy with pus from cowpox blisters. It was noted long before 

Jenner’s attempt at immunization that milkmaids who had previously acquired a cowpox infection 

would be rendered immune to a subsequent smallpox infection. Jenner, however, was the first to 

attempt inoculation with pus, dead white blood cells, decaying tissue, and bacterial matter, from 

patients with cowpox lesions into healthy individuals. The child that was inoculated with the 

extracted cowpox pus, was further exposed to smallpox and developed no illness. After finalizing 

his research in 1799, Jenner started to supply vaccines and became an advisor to the public. The 

World Health Organization, in 1979 declared smallpox to be eradicated after a massive 

international collaboration, all thanks to the original research completed by Jenner in the 18th 

century. 60  

Though modern vaccines have evolved from injecting pus into healthy subjects, certain 

debilitating and devastating diseases are becoming a rarer event. Such examples are polio, measles, 

diphtheria, and rubella, which have all become relatively rare diseases in the developed world. 

Current vaccines are either classified as live (attenuated) or killed (inactivated). Attenuated 

vaccines involve utilizing the whole pathogen, such as Jenner’s smallpox vaccine, whereas 

inactivated vaccines use pieces of the pathogen, such as a protein or polysaccharide (PS).  

1.8.1 Attenuated Vaccines 

Live vaccines employ a weakened or attenuated version of a virus or bacterium. Typically 

through repeated laboratory culturing several months or even years, viruses and bacteria become 
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less virulent than their “wild” type they were isolated from. The current measles vaccine, for 

example, is the result of repeated culturing for years after isolation from a patient in 1954. 

Attenuated vaccines still replicate within recipients, eliciting an immune response in similar 

fashion to their wild-type counterparts. If the vaccine causes a form of the “disease” it is referred 

to as an adverse reaction. Live vaccines have been known to produce mild symptoms, and even 

fatal reactions in immunodeficient patients. There is also chance of a virus reverting to its original 

pathogenic form, but this has only been reported in the polio vaccine. Immunity is usually 

produced in recipients after the first dosage, but a second dose usually ensures a higher level of 

immunity in the general population. 61 

1.8.2 Inactivated Vaccines 

Killed vaccines are pathogen inactivated by heat or chemicals and thus cannot replicate 

within a host. Inactivated vaccines require multiple doses to produce protective immunity, 

however they cannot cause any disease and therefore can be given to immunodeficient persons. 

Fractional vaccines utilize only a portion of the pathogenic organism and require further 

purification after inactivation. Inactivated vaccines require booster shots to maintain immunity due 

to the weaker immune response. 61 

1.8.2.1 Toxoids 

Starting in the 19th century through until the 20th century, a considerable amount of work 

was done to isolate exotoxins, specifically for diphtheria and tetanus. Like fractional vaccines, 

toxoids are inactivated versions of toxins that can elicit an immune response without developing 

severe illness, but mild symptoms may occur in some recipients. Alternatively, in the modern era, 
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toxoids can also be developed by genetic detoxification. Since toxoids are proteins with high 

immunogenicity, they are often used as carriers for vaccines. 61 

1.8.2.2 Polysaccharide Vaccines 

Lining the outside of encapsulated bacterial cells are the repeating sugar units known as 

capsular polysaccharides. These polysaccharides are virulence factors and can extend out from the 

cell surface by 100-400 nm. The long glycan chains are used by bacteria to prevent attachment of 

opsonins, markers for phagocytosis, and internalization of phagocytes. PSs are poor immunogens 

especially in children that lack developed immune systems. While adults do see an immune 

response, PSs cannot stimulate major histocompatibility complex (MHC) presentation on T-helper 

cells (Th) and do not generate immunological memory. 12 This is known as the T-independent 

pathway. Booster shots of pure PS vaccines do not elicit stronger immune responses like 

inactivated vaccines because they do not generate any memory of the infection. Non-conjugated 

PS vaccines are not ideal because they do not generate immune responses in the population that 

require it the most. There are, however, still successful non-conjugated PS vaccines for 

pneumococcal disease, meningococcal disease, Salmonella typhimurium, and Haemophilus 

influenzae type b (Hib). 61 

1.8.2.3 Glycoconjugate Vaccines 

Since polysaccharides are poor immunogens, but maintain high strain specificity, they can 

be conjugated to an immunogenic carrier to induce a stronger immune response. Many 

polysaccharide vaccines, aside from a few outliers mentioned prior, have been converted to 

glycoconjugates due to increased immunogenicity and the ability to develop immunological 
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memory. An example of this is the Hib vaccine which started as a polysaccharide only vaccine in 

1985 but was replaced by a glycoconjugate two years later.  

The polysaccharide was first conjugated to diphtheria toxoid (DT) which resulted in a 

highly immunogenic vaccine that was able to induce immunity in all populations, including 

children. The Hib PS has also been conjugated to tetanus toxoid (TT) and a cross reactive mutant 

(CRM197) of the diphtheria toxoid. There are a variety of glycoconjugate vaccines including: N. 

meningitidis, Streptococcus pnemoniae, and Salmonella typhi. 62 Research within the Monteiro 

group has led to the development of a C. jejuni glycoconjugate vaccine that has shown to provide 

full protective immunity in non-human primates. 63 

 

1.8.3 Vaccine Immunology 

Classically, antigens can be categorized as either T lymphocyte dependant (TD) or T 

lymphocyte independent (TI). TI antigens are further classified as type 1 or type 2. TI type 1 

antigens are capable of inducing proliferation and differentiation of naive and mature B 

lymphocytes (B-cells). Activation of B lymphocytes can induce immune responses in both children 

and adults. 64 An example of TI type 1 would be a bacterial LPS.  

TI type 2 antigens have no intrinsic B lymphocyte stimulating activity. These antigens are 

only able to activate mature B lymphocytes through cross linking cell surface immunoglobulin M 

(IgM) receptors without employing any T-lymphocyte (T-cells). The result of this is the production 

of antigen-specific IgM antibodies that are inserted into the plasma membrane of the B 

lymphocytes. 64,65 The main issue is that little or no memory B lymphocytes are produced from 
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type 2 antigens. Capsular polysaccharides are an example of TI type 2 antigens as the are not able 

to stimulate the MHC, meaning they cannot stimulate T-cells, and therefore cannot produce 

memory cells. Since no memory cells are produced booster shots will have no effect. 65  

Polysaccharides are highly specific, but also very weak immunogens. Proteins elicit a much 

stronger immune response and produces memory cells of the infection. Proteins will bind to IgM 

receptors on B cells and in turn will be internalized by the cells. They will be processed and 

displayed back on the cell surface as MHC-II complexes which is recognized by Th cells. The T 

cells are activated by this and begin expressing cytokines. Receptors on B cells bind the cytokines 

which activates them and differentiates them to plasma cells. The B cells now proliferate and 

produce memory cells and plasma cells that recognize antigens from the infection. In conjugating 

a PS to a protein you gain specificity, elicit a strong immune response, and produce a memory of 

the infection. 64,65 

Another key principle of vaccine immunology is a secondary immune response to an 

antigen where the response to an antigen is quicker at the second exposure. For a different immune 

response, B-cells will go through a process called class switching. This is where B cells will switch 

from producing IgM antibodies to other classes of antibodies. When exposed to a second antibody, 

Th cells will release cytokines, stimulating B-cells to undergo somatic hypermutation. This is the 

mechanism of B cells switching membrane bound IgM to IgG, IgA, or IgE antibodies. This will 

greatly increase the affinity for the antigen and is why secondary immunizations produce faster 

and stronger immune responses. 66 
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1.9 Previous C. jejuni Vaccine Attempts 

Developing a vaccine for C. jejuni is a difficult task due to the variety in CPS structures 

between serotypes. There are 47 known heat-sensitive (HS) Penner serotypes which can be 

reduced to 35 serotypes if cross reactivity between strains for similar CPS structures is considered. 

67,68 In addition to the multitude of complex CPS structures, there is phase variation. This is when 

the enzymes responsible for CPS structure are turned on and off which effects the expression of 

structural modifications.  

Furthermore, C. jejuni has shown modifications on the CPS with the addition of O-methyl-

phosphoramidate (MeOPN). The MeOPN biosynthesis genes are conserved between strains, 

however the MeOPN transferase genes are not. This is expected because the MeOPN units are 

found on different monosaccharide hydroxyl groups. The MeOPN unit also difficult to analyze as 

it is acid and base labile and can be hydrolyzed off during the cell extraction process. Other 

modifications on the CPS structure include the addition of methyl, ethanolamine, and 

aminoglycerol groups. 68,69  With the excessive amount of variation between serotypes and strains 

it is challenging to develop a C. jejuni vaccine that can protect against all or even most of the 

infections. 

A C. jejuni vaccine would have to cover a majority of CPS structures to be successful. In 

a review of the last 30 years it was found that HS:4, HS1/44, and HS:2 CPS serotypes account for 

over half of sporadic C. jejuni outbreaks. Luckily cross-reactivity has been observed between 

serotypes HS:4, HS:13, HS:43, HS:50, and HS:65; HS:50 and HS:65 are indistinguishable by 

direct agglutination. 67,68,70  
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Aside from the CPS structural determination, the protein carrier has to be considered when 

developing a glycoconjugate vaccine. Common protein carriers are DT, TT, CRM197, Protein D 

(PD) from Haemophilus influenzae, and Outer Membrane Protein Complex (OMPC) of N. 

meningitidis. 71 Previous investigations by the Monteiro group have utilized CRM197 and currently 

have a vaccine using this protein carrier in phase I human trials. 68 The current issue in utilizing 

CRM197 as a protein is that multiple vaccines including: meningococcal, pneumococcal, and Hib 

use this carrier. 72 When a protein carrier is routinely administered the immune system rapidly 

recognizes this as a known antigen and is able to clear the conjugate before antibodies can be 

developed for the new vaccine. Currently, CRM197 is perfectly acceptable to use as it can protect 

children, but as more vaccines use CRM197 another carrier will have to be developed. CRM197 is 

also a suitable option as it is commercially available in large quantities and at high purity. An 

option to prevent this would be to use a C. jejuni cell surface protein, but currently more work 

must be done to identify a suitable candidate.  

The Monteiro group has already investigated C.jejuni CPS serotypes HS:1, HS:2, HS:3, 

HS:4/13/64, HS:5, HS:10, HS:15, HS:23/36, and HS:53 for vaccine candidates and have 

conjugated these to CRM197. The CPS structures were oxidized using stoichiometric amounts of 

periodate or TEMPO to yield activated PSs for conjugation. 68,73 The heavily studied HS:23/36 

serotype, conjugated to CRM197 is currently in phase I human trials. A multivalent vaccine will 

have to be developed to cover more serotypes and is possible using CRM197 as shown in previous 

work that a divalent HS:23/36 and HS:3 will conjugate and raise antibodies against both serotypes. 

68 
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CHAPTER 2: GENERAL METHODS 

2.1 Bacterial Cell Growth 

C. jejuni cells were grown by our collaborators at the Enteric Diseases Department of the 

United States Naval Medical Research Centre. Cells were grown in brain-heart infusion medium 

at physiological temperature under microaerophilic conditions. The resulting mass of cell were 

inactivated by autoclave, frozen and sent to the Monteiro research group for extraction and 

structure elucidation. 

2.2 Capsular Polysaccharide Extraction and Purification 

The CPS and LOS were extracted from the cell mass as first described by Westphal and 

Luderitz in 1954 by a water/phenol extraction. 74,75 The cell mass was added to 300mL of deionized 

water in a round bottom flask and stirred at 75oC for an hour. After the addition of 200mL of 

phenol the reaction was stirred for additional 5 hours at 75oC. The flask was placed on ice and left 

overnight to separate organic and aqueous layers. On the following day the aqueous layer was 

extracted and replaced by the same volume of fresh deionized water. This extraction method was 

repeated twice more to yield three separate aqueous layers. The aqueous layers were combined 

and dialyzed for 2 days against a 2000 Da molecular weight cut-off dialysis membrane under 

running deionized water. The high molecular weight CPS was retained in the membrane while 

phenol and unwanted salts are removed from the sample. The dialyzed samples were frozen and 

lyophilized. 
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 2.3 Polysaccharide Composition Analysis 

The alditol acetate (AA) protocol is used to determine the monosaccharide composition of 

purified CPS by GC-MS. Sugars are innately non volatile, but converting the cyclic structures to 

linear alditol acetates removes hydrogen-bonding which is sufficient for the residues to be 

analyzed through GC. The protocol involves four steps of: hydrolysis, reduction, acetylation and 

GC-MS analysis. 76 The overall process is shown in Figure 2.1. 

The AA process begins with hydrolysis of glycosidic bonds through the addition of the 

strong acid; 4M trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) with heating to 105oC for 4.5 hours. TFA was 

evaporated under air at 40oC. The sample was resuspended in deionized water with sodium 

borodeuteride (NaBD4) to reduce the monosaccharide residues. The reaction is left overnight to 

specifically reduce the aldoses to alditols. Aldoses can be in equilibrium between ring and straight 

chain structures, while alditols are found in the acyclic structure. The use of borodeuteride also 

assists in understanding fragmentation patterns as C1 is distinguishable from the last carbon in the 

chain. 76 

The follow day three drops of glacial acetic acid were added to the solution which 

neutralizes the excess borodeuteride from the reaction. The aqueous solution was evaporated off 

the sample. The sample is then dissolved in a methanol (MeOH) and acetic acid (AcOH) solution 

(95:5) and evaporated three off three separate times. This step removes tetramethyl borate from 

the reaction and generates a catalytic amount of sodium acetate. The sample was then dissolved in 

acetic anhydride to acetylate the free hydroxyl groups of the alditols. The reaction is heated to 

100oC for 90 minutes then remaining solvent is evaporated off. The alditol acetates are extracted 
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with dichloromethane (DCM) and dried through a sodium sulfate column. The AA sample is then 

analyzed by GC-MS experiments.  

 

Figure 2.1: Alditol Acetate Protocol to convert polysaccharides to linear alditols for GC-MS 

analysis 

2.4 Polysaccharide Linkage Analysis  

Linkages between the monosaccharide residues was determined by using the partially 

methylated alditol acetates (PMAA) protocol. The difference between the PMAA and the AA 

protocol is that any free hydroxyl group on the polysaccharide will be methylated prior to 

hydrolysis and acetylation. The methylation of the free hydroxyls provides differentiation between 

any linkages and free sites on all the monosaccharide residues. 76  The overall process can be 

visualized in Figure 2.2. 
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Methylation of free hydroxyls is completed by dissolving ≥ 1 mg of sample into dry 

dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) with stirring overnight. The following day dried powered sodium 

hydroxide was added to the reaction, acting as a strong base to generate alkoxide ions. 

Iodomethane was added to the reaction that turned the solution milky white while generating 

methylated species. The partially methylated species was extracted by centrifugation with DCM 

and washed with water. The DCM layer was separated from the sample and evaporated, leaving 

the partially methylated PS. 76 The sample can then be subjected to the AA protocol to acetylate 

the linkage sites. The sample is then ready for GC-MS analysis to determine the linkage sites of 

the monosaccharides.  

Figure 2.2: Partial Methylation and Acetylation of polysaccharides to determine linkages by GC-

MS 

2.5 Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry 

GC-MS samples were analyzed on HP 7890A GC interfaced with a 5975C mass 

spectrometer triple-axis detector set to electron impact (EI) ionization. Chromatography was 
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completed using an Agilent DB5-MS column (30m x 250μm, film thickness of 0.25μm). The 

carrier gas was helium with a flow rate of 1.1 mL/min. The injection volume was 1 μL and used 

in splitless mode with an injection temperature of 280oC. For the AA samples, GC relative 

retention times can be used to determine the identity of the monosaccharides based on prior run 

standards. 

Table 2.1: GC-MS oven program for AA method 

Step Ramp Rate (°C/min) Final Temperature (°C) Hold (min) 

Initial N/A 37 0.1 

1 20 160 20.0 

2 20 200 22.3 

3 30 250 30.0 

4 50 300 1.0 

Total sequence run time: 84.2 min 

 

Table 2.2: GC-MS oven program for PMAA method 

Step Ramp Rate (°C/min) Final Temperature (°C) Hold (min) 

Initial N/A 37 0.1 

1 20 140 30.0 

2 20 180 40.0 

3 30 230 30.0 

4 50 300 5.0 

Total sequence run time: 115.3 min 
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The MS mass range was 35.0-500.0 amu, operating in scan acquisition mode. The MS 

source temperature was set to 230oC and the MS quadrupole temperature was 150oC. The 

ionization source voltage was set to 70eV. In EI mode, a harsh ionization technique, the linkages 

and composition can be determined by the fragmentation patterns of any daughter ions. The oven 

programs for the AA and PMAA methods are shown above in Table 2.2 and vary slightly to 

achieve proper separation of the residues. 

2.6 NMR Spectroscopy 

While the GC-MS analysis can provide information about composition and linkage of 

individual residues, NMR spectroscopy can be used to confirm the assignments. NMR also 

provides more detail about the overall PS structure including the anomeric configuration, 

modifications on the CPS structures such as the MeOPN unit, and the linkages of carbohydrates. 

The principle behind an NMR experiment is aligning nuclear spins of a sample in a constant 

magnetic field to which a strong, brief radio-frequency pulse is applied, perturbing the spins. 77,78 

The pulse produces an oscillating magnetic field, inducing an electromagnetic force in the detector 

coil which appears as an oscillating current which can be measured. A Fourier transform is used 

to convert the time domain measured current into a Lorentzian line-shape in the frequency domain. 

78 To fully characterize CPS samples, multiple NMR experiments in one-dimension (1D) and two-

dimensions (2D) must be utilized.  

All NMR samples were analyzed using equipment available at the NMR Centre at the 

University of Guelph. One dimensional (1D) proton NMR and phosphorus experiments were 

performed on a Bruker Avance III 400 MHz NMR spectrometer equipped with a Bruker Prodigy 

probe at 298K. The inner coil can be tuned to a variety of nuclei, importantly 13C and 31P, whereas 
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the outer coil is tuned to 1H. Two dimensional (2D) and selective 1D experiments were performed 

on a Bruker Avance III Ultrashield 600MHz spectrometer equipped with a 5mm TCl CryoProbe 

TM. The inner coil is tuned to 1H and the outer coil in tuned to 13C. Analysis of NMR data was 

completed using TopSpin 4.0 software. Samples were prepared by triply exchanging with 

deuterated water (D2O), freezing and lyophilizing between each exchange.  

2.6.1 1D 1H NMR  

The first NMR experiment to be completed on a CPS sample is a 1D proton NMR (1H-

NMR). This experiment is important to ensure that both the sample is prepared properly and that 

the instrument is working correctly. The theory behind NMR is the pulsed method and Fourier 

transform. 78  The nuclei are held within a constant magnetic field and a radiofrequency pulse 

lasting only a few microseconds is emitted, exciting the nuclei. 77,78 As the nuclei relax after the 

pulse energy is emitted which is recorded by the detectors. The relaxation of the nuclei is known 

as free induction decay (FID). The FID is measured in a time domain, but can be converted to a 

frequency domain by Fourier transformation (FT) operation. 77,78 A basic pulse sequence for a 1D 

1H NMR experiment goes begins with a delay (d1) followed by a 90o (ℼ/2) pulse (p1), then the 

acquisition period (acq). Again, the pulse lasts only a few microseconds whereas the delay can last 

for a few seconds. 77,78 The data in this work is based off  the proton signals in the frequency 

domain. 1H-NMR can give characteristics of the of the CPS, but most importantly is the anomeric 

protons, which can give an idea of how many residues are in the repeating units. The anomeric 

protons appear near the water peak around δ 4.4 - 5.5 with alpha anomers resonating downfield of 

beta anomers. The region of δ 1.6 – 1.9 is where deoxy doublets may be observed. General 

pyranose ring protons will appear in the region of δ 3.0 – 4.3. 78 These are just general trends and 
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actual CPS spectra may have overlap between regions, therefore more advanced 1D and 2D 

experiments must be employed. 

 

2.6.2 31P NMR 

1D 31P is the second NMR experiment to be run a CPS sample, especially for C. jejuni, as 

stated prior that MeOPN units are commonly found sporadically throughout the unit. 31P chemical 

shifts are known to be highly temperature dependant and can shift by as much as 1 ppm/K. 78 An 

external substance, such as phosphoric acid can also be added to reference the 31P chemical shifts.  

2.6.3 1H-1H Correlation Spectroscopy  

A common 2D experiment is 1H-1H correlation spectroscopy (COSY) which assists in 

structure elucidation. A COSY experiment displays a 1D proton experiment in 2 dimensions, such 

that one can observe coupling of protons up to 3 bonds away. 77,78 The cross-peaks derived from 

this experiment are generated due to a coherence transfer between protons. The experiment starts 

with a 90o (ℼ/2) pulse (p1) that generates four total magnetization vectors, two for each nucleus. 

78 During the variable evolution period t1 the magnetization vectors rotate about the z-axis and 

disperse out depending on their associated Larmor frequency (vL). A second pulse, which can be 

45o, 60o, or 90o is applied which results in a transfer of polarization. The resulting FID is measured 

during t2 and after a Fourier transform, four frequencies are generated and observed as seen in 

Figure 2.4. 77,78 Each nuclei in this experiment will generate a diagonal peak with itself and an off 

diagonal peak. The off diagonal peaks are the correlations between neighbouring nuclei in the 

coupled spin system.  
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Figure 2.3: General pulse sequence for a 2D 1H-1H COSY experiment (not to scale). 29 

Figure 2.4: Scheme of a general COSY between two nuclei A and X with four overall peaks being 

generated; with two on the diagonal and two on the off diagonal.  

 

This experiment can assist in assigning individual signals in overlapping, complex spectra. 

A common issue when examining complex biological samples such as polysaccharides is that even 

the cross-peaks within the ring region can be crowded. To further assist in assignments of protons 

further 1D and 2D techniques must be utilized. 
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2.6.4 1H-13C Heteronuclear Single Quantum Correlation Spectroscopy 

Heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) is a 2D experiment that displays 

correlation between a specific heteroatom and 1H signals. The crosspeaks generated from this 

experiment display the correlation between heteroatoms and any protons bonded to them. Like any 

NMR experiment the acquisition parameters can be altered, but a common experiment allows for 

suppression of a HOD peak. 78  In the case of C. jejuni CPS structural elucidation, carbon and 

phosphorus are the common heteroatoms of choice. Carbon correlations can identify “buried” 

anomeric signals which are downshifted (δC 90 – 112), confirm the number of sugar residues, and 

identify deoxy-carbons (δC 18 – 20). Phosphorus coupling can assist in identifying 

phosphoramidate moieties.  

A 1D 13C experiment cannot be used for polysaccharide research as the carbon nuclei are 

too insensitive and minor variability in the over structure weakens the signal. The first step of the 

experiment begins with the transfer of 1H polarization to the accompanying 13C nuclei through an 

Insensitive Nucleus Enhanced by Polar Transfer (INEPT) pulse sequence which amplifies the 13C 

signal. 77,78 The magnetization vectors associated with the 13C nuclei develop over the period of t1. 

Then the polarization from the 13C is transferred back to the 1H by a reverse INEPT sequence, 

allowing the proton spectrum to be recorded.  

2.6.5 1H-13C Heteronuclear Multiple Bond Correlation Spectroscopy 

The heteronuclear multiple bond correlation (HMBC) experiment is used to evaluate long 

range heteroatom-proton correlations with small J couplings. An HMBC will show correlation of 

heteroatoms to protons 2-3 bonds away with direct suppression of single bond correlations. Single 
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bond correlations are suppressed by a 90o 13C pulse directly after a 90o 1H pulse. 78,79 This 

experiment is primarily used to determine linkages between monosaccharide residues as the 

experiment can see through the glycosidic bonds. Along with the later discussed NOE experiments 

the sequence of the CPS structure can be elucidated. 

A major difficulty in this experiment is removing transverse proton magnetization 

associated with protons directly attached to 13C. The first 90o pulse applied to the 13C nuclei, after 

the beginning 90o 1H pulse, acts as a low-pass J-filter (LPJF). 79 This pulse suppresses the single 

proton-carbon correlations and after a delay a second 90o 13C pulse generates the heteronuclear 

multiple-quantum coherence required for multiple bond 1H-13C J-couplings. 78,79 These long range 

correlations evolve over an evolution period before a final 90o 13C pulse is applied and the 

magnetization is converted to the observable single-quantum magnetization. 77–79 

2.6.6 2D Total Correlation Spectroscopy 

Total Correlation Spectroscopy (TOCSY) experiments can either be a selective 1D 

experiment or a 2D experiment. A TOCSY experiment is very similar to a COSY, but can show 

correlations of the entire spin system. Essentially, a TOCSY can produce correlations further than 

three bonds away. This experiment requires two parameters. The first a long mixing time, typically 

greater than 100ms such that transfer of magnetisation has the appropriate amount of time to reach 

further out protons. 78 The pulse sequence of a 2D TOCSY is similar to a COSY, however the 

second 90o pulse is instead replaced by a spin lock period (90o - t1 – spin lock – FID). 78  During 

this period of time, transfer of magnetization occurs down a spin system. A COSY will only have 

transfer of magnetization to directly coupled proton systems whereas a TOCSY has oscillatory 

exchange such that magnetization is transferred throughout the spin system. 78 
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2.6.7 Selective 1D Total Correlation Spectroscopy 

A selective 1D TOCSY is a unique experiment where a signal from a 1D 1H NMR can be 

directly irradiated and have a TOCSY pulse applied. 78 This is a unique experiment in that the 

initial pulse is long in duration, of lower power, and adjusted to give an exact pulse angle of 90o. 

78 The pulse is tuned to the frequency of the selected proton which will generate transverse 

magnetization in the x’, y’ plane and during the mixing period a “spin-lock” condition is applied. 

78 From here polarization is transferred from the selected proton to the rest of the protons in the 

coupled spin system.  

Figure 2.5: Pulse sequence for a selective 1D-TOCSY experiment  

An example of a 1D-TOCSY experiment would be direct irradiation of an anomeric peak 

from the 1D proton and with varying mixing times, one would see the total correlation of that 

monosaccharide. This experiment is extremely useful for structure determination when there are 

many overlapping peaks, especially in the ambiguity of the ring region.  

2.6.8 1D Nuclear Overhauser Effect  

Instead of using through-bond experiments, the Nuclear Overhauser Effect Spectroscopy 

(NOESY) can be used to study through space coupling to view which protons are in close 
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proximity to one another. The signals generated from this experiment are unique in that protons 

will couple to one another if they are up to 5 Å apart. 78 A NOESY experiment can be selective in 

1D or run as a 2D experiment. The peaks generated in a 2D NOESY can be useful for determining 

linkages and configurations of sugars. This experiment can be used in succession with PMAA 

results and HMBC experiments to fully understand linkages between residues.  

2.8 Conjugation Techniques 

To conjugate CPSs to a carrier protein, a linkage site must be generated without disrupting 

the structural integrity of the PS. Since there is high variability between the CPS structures per 

serotype, specific conjugation methods will have to be evaluated. Most polysaccharide conjugation 

relies on the modification or generation of specific functional groups such as: carbonyl, carboxyl, 

hydroxyl, hemiacetal, or amino/imino. 80,81 Depending on the structure of the polysaccharide, 

different conjugation techniques can be utilized. 

2.8.1 TEMPO Oxidation 

Oxidation of primary alcohols to carboxylic acids has been investigated by the Monteiro 

group with the use of 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-1-oxyl (TEMPO). Through the use catalytic 

amounts of TEMPO and stoichiometric amounts of the oxidant sodium hypochlorite only 5-10% 

monosaccharide units per PS chain will be oxidized. This minimizes disruption of the PS chain, 

but leaves enough residues for conjugation. 73  The TEMPO oxidation procedure begins by 

dissolving sodium bromide, sodium acetate, and TEMPO in deionized water. The CPS sample in 

dissolved in the solution and stirred at 0oC for 10 minutes. Sodium hypochlorite is added and the 

reaction is left to proceed for 24 hours at 0oC. The reaction is then quenched with ethanol and 
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dialyzed against a 1000Da membrane for two days. The sample is then frozen, lyophilized, and 

analyzed by NMR, typically a HMBC experiment to investigate the generation of carboxylic acid 

moieties. 

2.8.2 EDC Coupling 

Conjugation of the oxidized PS units to a carrier protein in completed using 1-ethyl-3(3-

dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC). EDC works by generating an ester moiety between 

itself and a carboxylic acid. Amine groups on a protein carrier are then free to attack at the ester 

and generate an amide linkage between the protein and PS.  

The oxidized CPS sample is dissolved in 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES) 

buffer along with 5M hydrochloric acid, and EDC. The solution is stirred for 30 minutes before 

addition of the protein carrier, dissolved in an equal volume of MES buffer, is added. The reaction 

is stirred at room temperature for 24 hours before heating to 37oC for 48 additional hours. The 

reaction is dialyzed for three days against a 25,000Da membrane before being lyophilized. Success 

of the experiment can be determined by gel electrophoresis. 63,82 

2.8.3 Periodate Oxidation 

Periodate oxidation is meant to yield aldehyde groups, unlike the TEMPO oxidation where 

the sought-after product is a carboxylic acid. Depending on the overall structure of the 

polysaccharide, periodate oxidation can be used to activate the CPS by generating terminal 

aldehyde groups. The periodate cleaves vicinal diols and depending on the mols of periodate used 

and total reaction time. This can provide some specificity towards which sugars are reacted. If, 
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however too much periodate is used and the polysaccharide contains vicinal diols, the primary 

structure of the polysaccharide can be destroyed. 80 

The polysaccharide is first dissolved in a 0.04 M sodium iodate (NaIO4) and 0.1 M NaOAc 

solution at an adjusted pH of 4.00. 63 The reaction is covered with tin foil and stirred at room 

temperature for 2 hours before being transferred to a dark refrigerator and intermittently stirred for 

72 hours. The solution is then quenched with ethylene glycol and put under dialysis (1 – 2.5 Kda 

molecular weight cut off (MWCO)) for 24 hours. The sample is then frozen and lyophilzed for 

NMR analysis.  

2.8.4 Reductive Amination 

Another protein conjugation method is reductive amination which cross-links carrier 

proteins to  an aldehyde moiety. 81,83 The carrier protein of interest, CRM197 contains several lysine 

residues that can react with aldehyde groups to form an intermediate Schiff base. Further reduction 

by sodium cyanoborohydride or sodium borohydride generates the stable amine bonds. 63,83  

An oxidized PS sample containing aldehyde moieties is dissolved in 0.1 M borate buffer 

adjusted to a pH of 9.00. The carrier protein is dissolved in an equal volume of buffer and slowly 

added to the PS solution and stirred slowly. Sodium cyanoborohydride (NaBH3CN) is added to 

the reaction vessel and stirred slowly for 24 hours at room temperature. The reaction is then heated 

to physiological temperature for an additional 48 hours. The reaction is then dialized (10 – 25 kDa 

MWCO) for 72 hours. The sample is frozen and lyophilized for gel electrophoresis and NMR 

studies.  
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2.9 Immunological Experiments 

The effectiveness of the newly generated glycoconjugate vaccine was evaluated by our 

collaborators at the Naval Medical Research Centre, Enteric Disease Department. They conducted 

western blot experiments and will be conducting further rabbit immunization studies. 

2.10 Gel Electrophoresis 

The success of conjugation experiments was evaluated by sodium dodecyl polyacrylamide 

gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). SDS-PAGE was carried out on 10% polyacrylamide resolving 

gel (Bio-Rad Mini-PROTEAN® Precast Gels). Bio Rad Precision Plus Protein™ Dual Xtra 

Standards ladder was used for molecular weight estimation. The staining agent was Coomassie 

Brilliant Blue. 
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CHAPTER 3: Campylobacter jejuni 

3.1 C. jejuni HS:65  

 CPSHS:65 is the fourth CPS structure belonging to the HS:4 serogroup to be elucidated by 

the Monteiro group. CPSHS:4AB was characterized to be a disaccharide repeating unit of: [→3)-6d-

D-β-ido-Hepp-(1→4)-β-D-GlcpNAc-(1→] with non-stoichiometric additions of MeOPN at C-2 or 

C-7 with a preference for additions to the C-2 position. 84 CPSHS:4B was identified to be [→3)-6d-

Hep/Hep-(1→4)-Glc-(1→] also with non-stoichiometric additions of MeOPN at C-2 and C-7 of 

the heptose residues. 85 CPSHS:4C was characterized to be [→3)-6d-D-β-ido-Hepp-(1→4)-β-D-

GlcpNAc-(1→] with a small number of the 6d-ido-hep units containing MeOPN at C-2 and C-7. 

75 CPSHS:65
 was expected to have a structure similar to its HS:4 serogroup counterparts, but as 

discussed in the following sections, this was not the case.  

3.2 Structural Characterization 

 In determining the structure of a polysaccharide, mass spectral data is an incredibly 

important tool along with having a library of known retention times for comparison. EI is a hard 

ionization method which generates multiple primary fragments from the decomposition of radical 

cations which cleave carbon-carbon bonds of the alditol backbone. Secondary and tertiary 

fragments are produced through further decomposition of these primary fragments. Many primary 

fragmentation patterns are known in sugar analysis which can be used to confirm the composition 

of the residue. The most commonly found secondary and tertiary fragments include: acetic acid 

(60 m/z), acetate (59 m/z), ketene (42 m/z), methanol (32 m/z), formaldehyde (30 m/z), and water 

(18 m/z).  
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3.3 Monosaccharide Composition Analysis 

 To determine the composition of the PS, the individual monosaccharide residues were 

converted to alditol acetates and GC-MS was performed. Retention times of the AA data were 

compared to the group’s synthetic standards to identify the monosaccharides. The fragmentation 

patterns in the mass spectrum were used to confirm the identity of the suspected monosaccharides. 

A purified sample of HS:65 subjected to AA analysis provided the elution profile with labeled 

sugar residues labeled in Figure 3.1. From the elution profile it is clear that there are remnants 

from the LOS in the sample. Residues such as Gal, GalNAc, GlcNAc, and LD-ido-heptose were 

determined to be from the core as they were not observed in NMR investigations of the purified 

CPS. If GlcNAc were present, there would be a 1H at δ 2.00 ppm from the N-acetyl methyl group. 

Since this peak is not present it can be determined that GlcNAc originates from the core 

oligosaccharide. Ribose is present from ribonucleic acid, as known from previous studies.  

Figure 3.1: Elution profile of the alditol acetates for HS:65 
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 The monosaccharides of significance in this sample are glucose, 6-deoxy-ido-heptose, and 

LD-ido-heptose. The presence of 6-deoxy-ido-heptose and LD-ido-heptose confirmed that this 

strain produces unique heptoses as seen in other strains of C. jejuni strains.  

 The most abundant monosaccharide found in the alditol acetate analysis was glucose. The 

fragmentation pattern in the mass spectrum is characteristic of a hexose as known by past studies 

within the group, along with an extensive library of standards. The primary fragments of 362/361, 

290/289, 218/217, 146/145, and 73/74 m/z were observed. The secondary fragments of 260/259, 

188/187, 157, 128, and 103 m/z were observed due to losses of acetic acid (60 m/z), ketene (42 

m/z), formaldehyde (30 m/z), and water (18 m/z). No molecular ion peak was observed for this 

residue, only the fragments of 362 and 361 m/z representing losses of methy acetate (74 m/z) could 

be seen. This residue was confirmed to be glucose by comparing previous group retention times 

to this experiment as well as observing the fragmentation pattern in the mass spectrum . 

 

Figure 3.2: Mass spectrum and fragmentation of glucose 
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The next residue of significance is the 6-deoxy-ido heptose. While it is not a major species 

in the chromatogram, NMR studies has confirmed this to be a part of the HS:65 disaccharide 

repeating unit. Comparing this residue’s retention time and fragmentation pattern to previous 

studies within the group it was determined to be the 6-deoxy-ido-heptose. The primary fragments 

303, 290, 231, 218, 159, and 146 m/z were identified. The secondary fragments of 273, 201, 188, 

171, 129, and 99 were generated due to losses of acetic acid (60 m/z), formaldehyde (30 m/z), and 

water (18 m/z). Fragments of 375 and 362 m/z were not identified in addition to no molecular ion 

peak. 

 

Figure 3.3: Mass spectrum and fragmentation of 6-deoxy-ido-heptose 

LD-ido-heptose was the last carbohydrate residue to elute in column and was identified by 

comparing retention times to prior investigations by the group. The primary ions consisted of 

290/289, 218/217, 146/145, and 74/73 m/z. For an alditol acetate derivative of a heptose one would 

expect the primary ions of 434/433 and 362/361 m/z, however, they were not observed. A 
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secondary ion of 332/331 m/z can be observed due to the loss of formaldehyde (30 m/z) from what 

would be the primary ion of 362/361 m/z. Other secondary fragments generated due to losses of 

acetic acid (60 m/z), ketene (42 m/z), and formaldehyde (30 m/z) were 260/259, 188/187, 170/169, 

157, 140/139, 128, 115, and 103 m/z. The fragmentation pattern is consistent with a hexose due to 

missing larger primary ions, however the long retention time is consistent with other heptoses 

studied by the group. There is further evidence of these carbohydrates being in the unique ido 

configuration due to the presence of anhydro heptoses in the chromatogram, which eluted before 

glucose.  

 

Figure: 3.4: Mass spectrum and fragmentation of heptoses 

Previous studies have shown that heptoses in unique configurations such as ido, gulo, and 

altro will form anhydrides when subjected to acidic conditions. 86 These residues typically exist in 

the 4C1
 conformation, however, when subjected to TFA acidic conditions they adopt a 1C4 

conformation and tend to generate the anhydro sugar seen in Figure 3.5(a).  
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 Through previous investigations by the group the retention time and fragmentation pattern 

of a peak eluting in the chromatogram before glucose confirmed the presence of 1,6-anhydro-ᴅ-

ido-heptose. 86 There are two potential products from the acid hydrolysis of LD-ido-heptose which 

are 1,6-anhydro-heptose or 1,7-anhydro-heptose. While both derivatives share a similar 

fragmentation pattern, they can be distinguished by comparing the relative intensity of the ions. 

For 1,6-anhydro-heptoses there will be an excess of 153 m/z ions compared to 157 m/z and 1,7-

anhydro-heptoses will have near equal intensities of 153 and 157 m/z. 

 

 

 

  

  

  

 

Figure 3.5: (a) The 1C4 conformation of 1,6-anhydro-ᴅ-ido-heptose. (b) The mechanism of mass 

spectral fragmentation of the peracetylated 1,6-anhydro-ᴅ-ido-heptose. The linear chain in 

generated by the loss of a carboxylic acid. 
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Figure 3.6: Mass spectrum and fragmentation of 1-6 anhydro-ᴅ-ido-heptose  

 

The primary ions of 1,6-anhydro-ᴅ-ido-heptose were 315, 301, 216, 171, and 144 m/z. The 

315 m/z ion was generated due to the bicyclic ring opening of the structure seen in Figure 3.5 (b). 

The secondary ions of 258, 213, 199, 157, 153, 139, 115, 111, and 102 m/z were generated through 

losses of acetic acid (60 m/z), acetate (59 m/z), ketene (42 m/z), formaldehyde (30 m/z), and water 

(18 m/z).  

 GalNAc and GlcNAc fragments were identified by a later elution time than glucose and 

lower mass fragments generated due to changing oxygen to nitrogen. Primary ions were 361/360, 

289, 217, 145, and 74/73 m/z. Secondary fragments were 318, 259, 139, 115, 103, and 85 m/z. 

These ions were generated through the loss of acetic acid (60 m/z), ketene (42 m/z), and 

formaldehyde (30 m/z).     
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Figure 3.7: Mass spectrum and fragmentation of GlcNAc 

4.4 Partially Methylated Alditol Acetates 

 While understanding the composition of the monosaccharides in the repeat unit is valuable, 

further investigations into how they are linked together can assist in elucidating the full structure. 

Since it is known which monosaccharides are in the sample, a linkage analysis can be used to 

determine how they are connected throughout the repeating unit. As seen from the AA analysis 

there was still contamination with Gal, GalNAc, and GlcNAc from the core. Major findings from 

this analysis can be found in Figure 3.8 and are consistent with prior linkages of the HS:4 family. 

The following linkages were of interest: terminal-linked glucose, 1,4-glucose, and 3-linked L-

glycero-D-ido-heptose.  
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Figure 3.8: TIC of the Partially Methylated Alditol Acetates for HS:65 

 

Figure 3.9: Mass spectrum and fragmentation pattern of a terminal glucose 

The first residue of importance identified from the PMAA analysis was a terminally-linked 

glucose; mass spectrum and fragmentation pattern  found in Figure 3.9. Since the residue is 

terminally linked, all hydroxyl moieties were methylated except for C-1 and C-5 positions. The 
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primary fragments were 206/205, 162/161, 118, and 45 m/z. Secondary fragments of 145, 129, 

and 102 m/z were generated from losses of acetic acid (-60 m/z) and methanol (-32 m/z).  

The most abundant residue in the analysis was a 1,4-linked glucose. The mass spectrum 

and fragmentation pattern can be seen in Figure 3.10 which shows the base peak of 118 m/z. The 

molecular ion was not observed. Primary ions of 277, 233, 162, 118, and 45 m/z were observed. 

Secondary fragments of 173, 113, and 102 m/z were generated through the loss of acetic acid (-60 

m/z).  

 

Figure 3.10: Mass spectrum and fragmentation pattern of 4-linked glucose 

The next major component identified was 3-linked L-glycero-ᴅ-ido-heptose. The mass 

spectrum and fragmentation pattern can be seen in Figure 3.11 which was primarily dominated by 

primary ions. The primary ions observed were 350, 234, 205, 118, 89 and 45 m/z. The only major 

secondary fragment was 145 m/z generated through the loss of acetic acid (-60 m/z). No molecular 

ion was observed. 
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Figure 3.11: Mass spectrum and fragmentation pattern of 3-linked L-glycero-ᴅ-ido-heptose 

 As seen in the elution profile this analysis was far more complex than three residues, but 

some major peaks can be explained. The sample was contaminated by core oligosaccharide 

containing Gal, GalNAc, and GlcNAc which was seen in the AA analysis. The two peaks of equal 

intensity surrounding the identified 1-4-linked glucose are another 1-4-linked hexose along with a 

1-3-linked hexose. These are likely Glc and Gal from the core.  

3.12 NMR Investigations 

 In addition to the GC-MS data full characterization of the CPS of HS:65 requires extensive 

NMR investigations. This began with 1D NMR to provide the general structure of the repeating 

unit. Further studies using selective 1D and 2D NMR techniques allowed for the elucidation of the 

structure of the polysaccharide.  
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3.12.1 1D 1H NMR 

  Initial review of the 1D 1HNMR spectrum of HS:65 revealed that it is similar to other 

polysaccharides in the HS:4 serogroup. There are two distinct anomeric resonances, at δ 5.01 and 

4.74 ppm, seen on both sides of the water with one deuterium (HOD) peak. A ring region was 

observed to be between δ 3.24 – 4.22 ppm with no distinct signals to be indicative of methylation 

or protons near an MeOPN unit. There are, however, resonances seen within the ‘deoxy’ region of 

the spectrum that are ranging from δ 1.20 – 2.15 ppm.  

 

Figure 3.12: 1D 1H spectrum of HS:65 collected on a 400 MHz spectrometer with 256 scans at 

298K. For future referencing in this work the anomeric signals at δ 5.01 and 4.74 ppm are denoted 

as “A1” and “B1” respectively. 
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3.12.2 31P NMR 

 Previous investigations into other C. jejuni serotypes typically revealed that two 

phosphorus groups can be present on the CPS. These are the MeOPN unit or a phosphodiester 

bridge with respective chemical shifts of δ 15.00 – 14.00 ppm and δ 2.00 – 0.00 ppm. The 1D 31P 

NMR of HS:65 has shown no phosphorus to be present in the sample. 

3.12.3 2D 1H-1H COSY 

As expected for a polysaccharide, the 2D 1H-1H COSY was complex, especially within the ring 

region where there was signal overlap which can be seen in Figure 3.13. From the anomeric 

signals, H-2 and H-3 resonances were able to be assigned before signal overlap made assignments 

more difficult. Residue A H-2 appeared at δ 4.14 ppm with H-3 confirmed at δ 4.29 ppm. Before 

signals become overlapped residue A H-4 could also be identified at δ 3.80 ppm.  Further 

information of residue A can be extracted from outside the ring region. Within the deoxy region 

H-6 and H-6’ deoxy protons were identified at δ 2.11 ppm and δ 1.96 ppm respectively. From 

these signals a direct correlation to H-5 and H-7 were identified at δ 3.82 ppm and δ 4.24 ppm 

respectively. Residue B H-2 was confirmed at δ 3.47 ppm and H-3 appeared at δ 3.79 ppm.  
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Figure 3.13: 1H-1H COSY spectrum of HS:65 collected on a 600 MHz spectrometer with 512 

increments in the F1 dimension and 2 scans collected at 298K  

 

3.12.4 1D and 2D 1H-1H TOCSY 

 Similar to the 2D COSY spectrum, the 2D TOCSY is extremely convoluted as shown in 

Figure 3.14. As seen in the COSY there is a strong correlation between the H-6/H-6’of residue A 

and the H-5/H-7 protons. Further information is difficult to gather as the ring region is extremely 

convoluted. More information was gathered using the selective 1D experiments. 
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Figure 3.14: 2D 1H-1H TOCSY spectrum of HS:4B collected on a 600 MHz spectrometer with 

384 increments in the F1 dimension and 8 scans, collected at 298K  

 

1D selective 1H TOCSY experiments are a useful tool for identifying some overlaping 

chemical shifts within the ring region. By selectively irradiating anomeric protons one can 

characterize other chemical shifts within the closed spin system. These experiments allowed for 

the confirmation of assignments in the COSY as well as characterizing other signals. The 

experiments began with the irradiation of the anomeric signals of residue A and B at δ 5.01 and 

4.74 ppm respectively. Irradiation of H-1 for residue A confirmed the locations of H-2 and H-3 at 

δ 4.14 and 4.29 ppm respectively as seen in the 2D COSY experiment.   
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Figure 3.15: 1D 1H Selective TOCSY spectrum of HS:65 irradiating the anomeric signals of 

residue A (red) and residue B (green) overlayed with the 1H spectrum (blue). This experiment was 

collected on a 600 MHz spectrometer with 32 scans at 298K and 120 ms of DIPSI2 mixing time.  

 

The selective 1D TOCSY of the anomeric signal of residue B was used to confirm the 

identity of H-2 in addition to assigning H-3 at δ 3.79 ppm, H-4 at δ 3.88 ppm, H-5 at δ 3.73 ppm, 

and H-6/6’ at δ 4.03 and 3.88 ppm. The minor peaks that appeared at δ 4.03 and 3.88 ppm, along 

with the assistance of an HSQC was determined to be H-6/6’. 

 A selective 1D 1H TOCSY experiment was utilized to investigate correlations to the H-

6/6’ protons of residue A. The spectrum generated from this experiment can be viewed in Figure 

3.16 which shows both H-6 and H-6’ in addition to the previously seen H-5 and H-7 signals. 

Neither selective irradiation on H-1 in Figure 3.15 or H-6 in Figure 3 generated a signal for H-4. 

This result provides further evidence that residue A is a heptose in the unique ido configuration as 
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seen in the GC-MS results; such that all protons are cis to one another. This result is due to small 

coupling constants between the protons and poor transfer of magnetization through the ring.  

 

Figure 3.16: 1D 1H Selective TOCSY spectrum of HS:65 irradiating the AH6 deoxy signal at δ 2.11 

ppm (blue) and AH5 signal at δ 3.82 ppm. This experiment was collected on a 600 MHz spectrometer 

with 32 scans at 298K and 120 ms of DIPSI2 mixing time.  

 

3.12.5 1D 1H-1H NOESY 

 1D NOESY experiments were utilized to determine linkages between sugar residues in 

addition to through space interactions of the protons. Selective irradiation of the anomeric protons 

of residues A and B can be seen in Figure 3.17 compared to the 1D proton experiment. From the 

selective irradiation of residue A at δ 5.01 ppm H-2 and H-3 can be seen at δ 4.14 and 4.29 ppm 

respectively. These were identified through the selective 1D TOCSY experiment at δ 5.01 ppm. 

New peaks were identified δ 4.24, 3.82, and 3.73 ppm which correspond to AH7, AH5, and BH4 

respectively. Since AH5 can be identified in the NOE this experiment provides further evidence 
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that the heptose is in the ido configuration. The peak at δ 3.73 ppm was identified to be BH4 which 

agrees with the result of the 1,4-glucose PMAA linkage analysis. The peak at δ 4.24 ppm was 

identified as AH7 from the COSY experiment. From the selective irradiation of residue B at δ 4.74 

ppm H-2, H-3, and H-5 can be seen at δ 3.47, 3.79, and 3.65 ppm respectively. These were 

characterized from the 1D selective TOCSY experiment. A large peak was also identified at δ 4.29 

ppm which correlates to AH3. This result also agrees with the results of the 1,3-heptose linkage 

identified in the PMAA analysis.  

 

Figure 3.17: The 1D selective NOESYs of the anomeric signals of residue A (red) and residue B 

(green) overlayed on the base 1H NMR spectrum. The 1D selective NOESY was collected on a 

600 MHz spectrometer with 32 scans at 298K and 120 ms of DIPSI2 mixing time. 
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3.12.6 1H-13C HSQC 

 An HSQC correlates single bond carbon-proton resonances such that known proton shifts 

can be used to assign carbon resonances. This experiment was utilized to confirm the presence of 

a deoxy residue, along with identifying potential terminal CH2 residues. The HSQC experiment 

can also confirm the total number of anomeric signals and identify signals ‘buried’ under the HOD 

peak. From the HSQC there are only two anomeric protons, but there are more crosspeaks than 

what correspond to a repeating disaccharide of a 6d-heptose and glucose. The deoxy signals are 

quite weak and from the AA analysis there is an excess of LD-ido-heptose. It is likely that the LD-

ido-heptose is ‘randomly’ replaced by the 6d-heptose. The only differences between the two 

heptose residues are seen in H5/C5-H7/7’/C7. 

 

Figure 3.18: 1H-13C HSQC spectra of HS:65 collected on a 600 MHz spectrophotometer with 256 

increments in the F1 dimension and 4 scans in the F2 dimension. 
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Table 3.1: Summary of chemical shifts identified in sugars in HS:65 

Residue A A' B 

Chemical Shift (ppm) 

H-1/C-1 5.01/99.35  4.74/102.06 

H-2/C-2 4.14/68.3  3.47/72.72 

H-3/C-3 4.29/77.37  3.79/74.03 

H-4/C-4 3.80/67.59  3.73/74.78 

H-5/C-5 3.82/78.37 3.87/58.1 3.65/58.6 

H-6/C-6 2.11/32.5 4.03/68.8 4.03/60.15 

H-6'/C-6 1.96/32.5  3.88/60.15 

H-7'/C-7 4.24/72.12 4.01/62.91 N/A 

H-7'/C-7 4.24/72.12 3.84/62.91 N/A 

 

 

3.12.7 1H-13C HMBC 

 1H-13C HMBC was utilized to evaluate the linkages between glycosidic bonds to confirm 

some of the results from the PMAA analysis. The crosspeaks highlighted in Figure 3.19 are 

indicative of 3-linked heptose to 4-linked glucose [→3)-Hep-(1→4)-Glc-(1→]. The crosspeak at 

δH 5.01/ δC 68.4 ppm is the H-1 chemical shift of the Hep (residue A) and the C-2 chemical shift 

also of A. The crosspeak at δH 5.01/ δC 78.6 ppm is again the H-1 chemical shift of residue A and 

the C-4 chemical shift of Glc (residue B). This confirms the (1→4) linkage of heptose to glucose 

[Hep-(1→4)-Glc-(1→]. The final crosspeak at δH 4.74/ δC 77.35 ppm is the chemical shift of H-1 

of residue B and C-3 chemical shift of residue A. This crosspeak confirms the (1→3) linkage of 

glucose to heptose [Glc-(1→3)-Hep-(1→]. 

Previous investigations by the Monteiro group of serogroup HS:4 of C. jejuni revealed a 

typical pattern of a repeating disaccharide unit consisting of a (1→3) linked heptose and a (1→4) 

linked hexose. The heptose typically has been identified as L-β-D -ido-hep but can be substituted 

as 6d-β-D-ido-hep. The hexose is traditionally characterised to be glucose or glucosamine. 
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Figure 3.19: 1H-13C HMBC of HS:65 highlighting the important crosspeaks which show linkages 

between residues A and B.  

 

From the structural determination studies the overall structure of the CPS of HS:65 was 

characterized as [→3)-6d-ido-Hep/LD-ido-Hep-(1→4)-D-Glc-(1→], seen in Figure 3.20. 
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Figure 3.20: 1H-13C HMBC of HS:65 highlighting the important crosspeaks which show linkages 

between residues A and B.  

 

3.13 TEMPO Oxidation and Conjugation of HS:65 

 With the structure of HS:65 characterized; the polysaccharide was deemed safe to proceed 

as a vaccine candidate. Since the polysaccharide does not express either carboxylic acid or 

aldehyde moieties useful for generating covalent linkages to a protein carrier, the polysaccharide 

must first be activated. The TEMPO oxidation method was determined to be the optimal route to 

activate the CPS, likely at the C-7 of the heptose. This method will retain the primary structure of 

the polysaccharide after oxidation and conjugation, which is required to generate immunity to the 

C. jejuni HS:65 CPS. If periodate oxidation was utilized, then the primary structure of the 

polysaccharide could be destroyed as the vicinal diols of the glucose would be cleaved. A 1H-13C 

HMBC was used to determine the effectiveness of the TEMPO oxidation in generating carboxylic 

acid moieties. In Figure 3.20 a comparison between the HMBCs before and after oxidation shows 

the generation of carboxylic acid groups around δC 174-177 ppm. The HMBC also shows the 

appearance of aldehydes at δH 7.99 ppm.  
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Figure 3.20: Before and after TEMPO oxidation of HS:65. The blue crosspeaks in the HMBC are 

the purified CPS and is shifted slightly right in order to compare the two sets of data. The 

generation of carboxylic acid moieties are seen beween 160 and 170ppm. Aldehyde groups were 

also noted at δH 7.99 ppm. 

 

Two routes were taken from this data. The first was to utilize the newly formed aldehyde 

groups in reductive amination to conjugate to CRM197. After dialysis, lyophilization and analysis 

of the product, the polysaccharide was lost and only protein was recovered. The second route, due 

to the reactive nature of aldehydes in biological systems, was to reduce the moieties with NaBD4. 

Overnight treatment with NaBD4 in deionized water then dialysis for 12 hours (1 KDa MWCO). 

Since it is well known that sodium borohyride cannot reduce carboxylic acid moieties, the product 

was subjected to EDC coupling without further analysis. The activated CPS of HS:65 was 

conjugated to both CRM197 and BSA for future immunological studies to be completed by our 

collaborators. 
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 The success of protein conjugation to the TEMPO oxidized PS was evaluated using 1H 

NMR and SDS-PAGE. While significantly reduced, signals from the polysaccharide remained 

defined in addition to the new, broad peaks from the protein. In comparing the native 

polysaccharide to the newly formed glycoconjugate, it is seen that the native structure is still 

relatively intact as two anomeric signals can be seen as well as notable resonances within the ring 

region, and the deoxy signals near 2 ppm. 

 The SDS-PAGE gel was loaded with a protein molecular weight ladder (Precision Plus 

Protein™ Dual Xtra Standards), native BSA, the HS:65-BSA conjugate and two dilutions of it, 

native CRM197, the HS:65-CRM197 conjugate and two dilutions of it. Larger MW compounds 

cannot travel as far down the gel as low MW compounds do. With the native CRM197 on the gel, 

it can be determined that smears above that position are indicative of polysaccharide binding to 

the carrier protein. Figure 3.22 shows the high molecular weight smears for the HS:65-CRM197 

conjugate indicative of a successful conjugation.  
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 Figure 3.22: SDS-PAGE gel of the HS:65-CRM197 conjugate at varying concentrations. Larger 

MW structures do not travel through the gel as easily and are left at the top of the gel. The smearing 

seen in the BSA/CRM conjugates are indicative of multiple polysaccharide bindings to the protein 

carrier. 
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3.14 Western Blots 

Western blots of the BSA and CRM197 HS:65 conjugates were performed by our 

collaborators at the Naval Medical Research Centre, Enteric Disease Department. Both conjugates 

were evaluated against rabbit antibodies generated against CRM (αCRM), seen in Figure 3.23. The 

Coomassie Blue stain showed presence of the glycoconjugate in lanes 2 and 4, however, the 

chemiluminescence stains for the αCRM blot showed very minor activity for the HS:65-CRM197 

conjugate and no activity for the HS:65-BSA conjugate. It is unsurprising that the BSA conjugate 

did not elicit a response from the αCRM analysis as they are two vastly different proteins. It is 

surprising that the HS:65-CRM197 did not elicit a stronger response. 

 

Figure 3.23: SDS-PAGE (left) and Western Blot (right) of HS:65-CRM197 and -BSA conjugates.  
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Following these results the conjugates were further tested against other HS:4 serogroup 

antibodies. The conjugates and free proteins were incubated with whole cell anti-sera raised 

against HS:4 and an HS:4-CRM197 glycoconjugate. In Figure 3.24 the results of the immunoblot 

indicate that both of the HS:65 conjugates were recognized by the HS:4 and HS:4-CRM197 anti-

sera. This result is interesting as HS:4 contains an MeOPN unit and HS:65 does not, meaning the 

immune response could be MeOPN independent. 

 

Figure 3.24: Anti-HS:4, and HS:4-CRM197 immunoblot. Lane 1: protein ladder, Lane 2: HS:65-

CRM197, Lane 3: CRM197, Lane 4: HS:65-BSA, Lane 5: BSA. The structures of both CPS 

structures have been included. 

The HS:65-CRM197 -BSA conjugates were further tested against anti-sera raised against 

the CPS and glycoconjugates of: C. jejuni strain 8486, HS:13, and HS:65 (Figures 3.25 and 3.26). 

The HS:65-CRM197 conjugate also showed specificity for the CPS and the protein which is 

indicative of a successful glycoconjugate. All immunoblots elicited a response indicating that 

HS:65, even without the MeOPN units, could be a vaccine candidate to cover the HS:4 serogroup.  
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Figure 3.25: Anti-8486, and 8486-CRM197 immunoblot. Lane 1: protein ladder, Lane 2: HS:65-

CRM197, Lane 3: CRM197, Lane 4: HS:65-BSA, Lane 5: BSA. The structures of both CPS 

structures have been included. 
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Figure 3.26: Anti-HS:13, and HS:13-CRM197 immunoblot (left). Anti-HS:65, and HS:65-

CRM197 immunoblot (right). Lane 1: protein ladder, Lane 2: HS:65-CRM197, Lane 3: CRM197, 

Lane 4: HS:65-BSA, Lane 5: BSA. The structures of both CPS structures have been included 
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSION 

This work accomplished the structural characterization for C. jejuni HS:65 and the 

production of a CPSHS:65-CRM197 glycoconjugate vaccine. Through NMR and GC-MS methods 

the CPS structure was determined and like other C. jejuni serotypes the CPS contained unique 

heptoses, but lacked the MeOPN units found on other CPS structures. The overall CPS repeat unit 

was found to be [→3)-6d-Hep/Hep-(1→4)-Glc-(1→]. Controlled TEMPO oxidation of the CPS 

allowed for EDC coupling to a CRM197 carrier protein. Immunoblots on the vaccine was carried 

out by our collaborators at the Naval Medical Research Centre, Enteric Disease Department. The 

results indicated that the HS:65-CRM197 glycoconjugate could be of interest to cover the HS:4 

serogroup, but further investigations will be required. 

Future work on this project entails the additional investigation of C. jejuni CPSs to 

determine suitable strains to use as vaccine candidates. 
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